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Executive Summary 
This deliverable is part of “WP3 – Key management and Authentication” of the SealedGRID project. 

The deliverable defines and describes the key management components within the SealedGRID 

platform. Moreover, this component includes a reputation-based path ranking mechanism that 

assesses different potential trust paths among SG entities, as well as the level of trust of each 

certificate endorser. This deliverable includes the evaluation of this component that is performed 

through large-scale simulations in order to test scalability and efficiency in terms of speed and 

reliability. 

The rest of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the concepts and the 

technologies presented in the deliverable. Chapter 2 describes the key management component and 

the utilized security model. Chapter 3 presents the key management architecture. Chapter 4 

describes how the key management component will be integrated with the authorization 

mechanism. Chapter 5 describes how Blockchain will be integrated with the key management 

component. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 present the performance and security evaluation of the 

component respectively. Finally, the Chapter 8 contains the conclusions and the future work.  
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1 Introduction  
In order to handle the power demand that is increasing in the last decades, Nation states turn to 

renewable sources to diversify their energy mix. Since the traditional power grid was not designed 

with the current situation in mind, it is not adequately qualified to efficiently manage a wide variety 

of energy sources nor to handle events like interruption of electricity supply to the consumers in an 

effective manner. With the utilization of modern scientific and technical knowledge, and the 

integration of their studies’ results, power grids have the potential to become efficient and increase 

their reliability and resilience, responding better to the momentary demand of electricity set by the 

consumers. Such an implementation, i.e. a smart grid, is the future of power grids as it has to offer 

nothing but improvements to an outdated and critical infrastructure that is used worldwide. 

In addition to it, the idea of smart grids has attained a universal acceptance in both the academic and 

industrial sector. A smart grid consists of a number of electricity consumers that utilize smart meters 

for the purpose of recording the consumption of electric energy. These devices are bidirectionally 

connected and transmit the gathered information to the supplier, for both billing and monitoring 

purposes. Some of the main factors driving the development of smart grids are the demand of lower-

cost electricity, the need for power in remote/isolated locations as well as in developing countries and 

the integration of renewable sources of energy. Smart grid can also improve the reliability and 

resilience of the main grid by providing energy even when the grid is not functioning properly due to 

cyber physical issues or attacks. It also presents advantages for utilities like optimisation of grid 

utilisation, congestion relief, grid security and survivability. 

The smart grids are exposed to cyberthreats like the ones described in relevant survey articles [7], 

[27], [28]. Countermeasures to these attacks assume some sort of key management that focuses on 

performing cryptographic processes in order to secure the communication between the smart grid 

entities and make it possible to build trust relationships. The diverse characteristics of smart grids, as 

opposed to traditional ICT systems, create a few issues that should be taken into account when 

proposing a new key management scheme. As we will show in the related work section, existing 

schemes are insufficient and, thus, a novel scheme is needed that alleviates all these problems at the 

same time. The most considerable identified issues, that explicitly deal with key management in smart 

grids, are presented below: 

I1: a smart grid is a structure where continuous node joins and leaves take place, creating delays in 

solutions based on a centralized scheme; 

I2: in case the certificate of a Certification Authority (CA) is discredited, it is automatically implied that 

a revocation of all the certificates created by the specific CA must take place, i.e. all the certificates of 

the smart grid, which is an intensive and resource consuming undertaking; 

I3: if the CA certificate cannot be verified, e.g., because of network blackouts, the smart grid will not 

operate securely or not operate at all; and 

I4: a single point of failure forms as the certificates are centrally stored.  
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Our main goal is to propose a key management scheme for smart grids that covers all the 

aforementioned issues. In the following lines we will show how we solve these issues one by one.  

In order to solve issue (I1), the proposed method should scale well and support easy and efficient node 

join and leave. Traditional solutions are mainly based on centralised certificate repositories where the 

certificates are stored, and nodes obtain them through requests using protocols like LDAP; such a 

solution would create a single point of failure. In our proposal we utilise a distributed hash table (DHT), 

which is a concept that meets the requirements of scalability and node registration. DHT is a 

decentralized distributed system similar to a hash table, where any participating node can eciently 

retrieve the value associated with a given key. DHT's main characteristics are: (a) autonomy and 

decentralization: the nodes collectively form the system without any central coordination, (b) fault 

tolerance: the system is reliable even with nodes continuously joining, leaving and failing, and (c) 

scalability: the system functions efficiently even with millions of nodes. Among the different DHT 

protocols we chose Chord [16]. Three features that distinguish Chord from other peer-to-peer lookup 

protocols are its simplicity, provable correctness, and provable performance; for a comparison with 

similar solutions see [16, 30]. Chord is also the recommended protocol for other demanding 

application standards, like real-time communication systems [29]. 

Regarding issue (I2), we propose a novel approach where in case the CA certificate is compromised, 

the majority of the certificates issued by this CA will remain valid. In order to achieve this, we utilise 

OpenPGP certificates [23] which can bear signatures from multiple endorsers, in contrast to X.509 

certificates that are signed by a single authority. This way, if the CA certificate is revoked, a large 

fraction of smart grid node certificates will still be considered valid based on the rest of their 

signatures. Comparing it to traditional solutions, if the CA certificate is revoked in a Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI), it will be necessary to revoke all of the issued certificates at the same time and 

re-issue them when the new CA certificate is created. 

Issue (I3) requires a solution that provides continuity of key management and distributed operation 

to support network outages and intermittent communications. Our proposal is a hybrid solution that 

combines PKI and Web-of-Trust (WoT), inheriting the advantages of these two concepts. On the PKI 

level, a hierarchical approach is followed to build up trust based on a TTP (i.e., the utility or a smart 

grid “head” node), while on the WoT level (assisted by Chord) a peer-to-peer approach is followed for 

decentralised and distributed certificate search and storage. This way, the introduction of nodes to a 

smart grid is based on an entrusted authority, which allows them to interconnect in a Web-of-Trust. 

Later on, isolated groups of smart grid nodes can communicate with each other using distributed 

credentials, while these communications will be protected by the aforementioned security 

associations created before the islanding. In a traditional solution, islanding would lead to inability of 

verifying certificates through schemes like Certification Revocation Lists (CRLs) and Online Certificate 

Status Protocol (OCSP), thus, the smart grid would not be able to meet its security objectives. 

Finally regarding (I4), a solution to the single-point-of-failure issue is to distribute certificates among 

nodes instead of storing them to centralised certificate repositories. This is the approach we have 

followed in our proposal so that an attacker who would like to attack the availability of a smart grid 

would need to take over all of its nodes, or at least a large proportion of them. In the case of 

centralised repositories, attacking a single server or a small group of redundant repositories would 

enable the attacker to mount Denial of Service attacks. 
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In the rest of the deliverable, we present an authentication and key management solution that stands 

out for its scalability and distributed nature, which can solve the aforementioned issues that apply to 

smart grid in particular. The SealedGRID key management implementation is based on the 

fundamental notions of the scheme found in [31] and offers an in-depth rundown of the key 

management procedures performed, presenting this way a thorough solution designed specifically for 

smart grids. Moreover, we brought the SealedGRID key management component to fruition and 

evaluated its performance in a simulated environment, showing that it is efficient in smart grid 

ecosystems. Compared to related work, our proposal follows a different approach by binding together 

the WoT of PGP [21] and PKI; this gives SealedGRID key management component the ability to show 

its benefits over other schemes that aim on the same goals, like decentralisation, scalability and 

efficiency. Moreover, to secure authentication information and other critical processes that need to 

be executed, with gravity given on the smart meter side where common users have physical access 

to, the employment of a Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) [32] is suggested. 

1.1 Key management Related Work 

The first category of existing solutions focus on SCADA systems, which are decision making systems 

used to control and monitor physical processes remotely, and are considered a significant part of the 

smart grid. With the integration of the smart grid with existing SCADA systems, which have been 

employed since the '60s, the resulting system should have a unified key management scheme for 

secure communication of all components among them. There are quite a few key management 

schemes designed especially for SCADA: [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]; however, as argued in [7], they are 

not adequate because they do not take into account the rest of the smart grid's components and 

especially the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) network. 

There is a large number of key management solutions that target the smart grid. Various solutions 

have proved to be insecure and susceptible to different attacks. The solution in [8] combines 

asymmetric and symmetric key cryptography; however, it is susceptible to man-in-the-middle attacks 

[9]. The authors of [9] propose a symmetric key distribution scheme, which was also found to be 

vulnerable to an impersonation attack [10]. One of the easiest, yet insecure, key management 

methods is sharing a single symmetric key among many or even all smart grid nodes; in fact, there 

exist deployed systems that use this approach [11]. In such a system, if one node is compromised, 

then the whole network is at risk. 

In the pursuit of efficiency, several researchers have proposed key management schemes based on 

shared secret keys. The scheme proposed in [12] is based on a binary tree to manage secret keys 

shared among entities. This proposal does not scale well, since it requires substantial manual work in 

order to create the binary tree and transmit it together with the secret values to every node; 

moreover, as nodes join or leave the network, the whole network should update the broadcast keys. 

The scheme presented in [13] divides the smart grid into two levels, based on the computational 

resources of its devices, and each level has its own key management system. The nodes follow a binary 

tree arrangement and the secret key of a parent node is the hash of its children keys. The Dynamic 

Key Management Scheme (DKMS) [14], uses symmetric keys with frequent key updates among the 

nodes comprising the smart grid. When a node A joins the grid, a key is installed manually between 

node A and a bootstrapping node B. To communicate with a third node C, node A has to negotiate a 

new key with C using the association it has with node B. All the methods presented in this paragraph 
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have the same issue: every node has to maintain one key for each secure connection to another node. 

This hinders scalability, since it involves high efforts for key management, renewal, and distribution 

and thus, they cannot cope with (I1). 

Another category of key management schemes utilises ID-based cryptography. The scheme in [15] is 

based on a key tree structure; however, it is susceptible to de-synchronisation attacks [16], while it 

lacks scalability due to inefficient key management. Scalable Key Management (SKM) [16] utilises ID-

based encryption and a key graph technique for efficient multicast key management. The authors in 

[17] propose a key management solution occupying a CA that resides in the utility network. They use 

secret values shared between the CA and the smart meters together with an ID-based cryptography 

model. The main drawback of the above solutions, as with all ID-based systems, is that the Private Key 

Generator (PKG) should always be online and available; moreover, since the PKG holds the private 

keys of all nodes, it can be a single point of failure. Schemes belonging to this category cannot 

encounter (I2), (I3) and (I4). 

Wide-area measurement system key management (WAKE) [18] is a solution based on traditional 

hierarchical PKI architecture, with the grid operator acting as the root CA. Secure channels between 

devices are established using the Diefie-Hellman key establishment protocol. The hierarchical PKI 

architecture is not well suited for the smart grid, as stated in [19], since it does not meet the high 

availability requirement, because the root CA tends to be a single point of failure. Thus, it cannot cope 

with (I2), (I3) and (I4). 

The following schemes are closer to our proposal, focusing on key management in smart grids. The 

solution in [20] needs to have the network nodes formulated in a binary tree arrangement. This implies 

that any change taking place will have an impact on nodes from the father of a node that joins/leaves 

the network, up to the root of the tree and, thus the standards set with I1 cannot be satisfied with this 

particular solution. In [4] the authors present a key management scheme of a distributed nature, 

which is based on an one-way function tree. As in the previous solution, here too there is a need for 

partial key update when there is churn (I1). Finally, the proposed scheme in [21] makes use of a server 

to perform the key management procedures and store the keys, leading to a single point of failure 

(I4). 

1.2 SealedGRID key management mechanism VS Related Work 

SealedGRID utilizes a hybrid key management mechanism for the SG based on the Web-of-Trust (WoT) 

[22]. This implementation uses digital certificates, in order to capitalise on advantages of asymmetric 

cryptography related to key management, when compared to symmetric key cryptography and secret 

keys. Due to WoT, this solution is decentralised, resilient to failures and network segmentation, 

provides certificate revocation, and supports efficient lookups of the established trust relationships, 

using Distributed Hash Tables (DHT). Moreover, the utilized solution is robust against certificate 

compromise; that is, if the certificate of a central node (like the utility company) is revoked, this will 

not lead to the re-issuing of all certificates signed by it. This holds because, following WoT, certificates 

will be signed by multiple endorsers. Regarding authentication, the utilized solution supports device-

to-device, device-to-network, and user-to-device/network mutual authentication thanks to digital 

certificates (available from key management), and trusted computing which provides a secure 

environment for such critical operations. In contrast to centralised authentication systems, like 

RADIUS and Diameter, our solution is distributed, in order to operate over intermittent 
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communications or temporary offline servers. Based on the WoT, SG nodes will perform mutual 

authentication by creating chains of trust among them; the efficiency of the authentication procedure 

will be improved by using DHTs. 

2 Key management mechanism 

2.1 Overview 

The SealedGRID key management mechanism is a certificate-based authentication infrastructure that 

creates a secure authentication system for mesh networks without a TTP. It creates a self-organized, 

efficient and scalable authentication infrastructure, without sacrificing the autonomous 

characteristics of the nodes. The nodes independently decide with whom to interact, since the 

SealedGRID Key management mechanism is built on a self-organized, P2P and WoΤ infrastructure. Not 

only does it make use of structured P2P as the nodes are mostly static, but it also provides scalability 

and static resilience, required for an identity management system. Furthermore, the mechanism is 

based on a PGP-like architecture, where the participating nodes create the needed keys. Through 

certificate exchanges each node builds each keyring and stores it locally, in accordance with PGP WoT. 

SealedGRID Key management mechanism does not use either a central or a distributed CA and avoids 

completely delegation of trust to a TTP. A node will start a secure communication with another node 

based on the stored certificated on its keyring. Moreover, the mechanism demands the existence of 

TEE for its secure execution and the secure storage of the generated certificates. The following Figure 

1 presents an example of the logical representation of the SealedGRID key management ring with N 

nodes. 

The nodes’ components in one of these networks are the following: 

• Logical ID that is correlated to its physical ID 

• PGP keyring 

• A finger table for providing lookups and captures the inter-node certificate relationships 

• A list of successors and a cache of IP addresses 

 

Figure 1 Logical representation of the SealedGRID key management ring with N nodes. 
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The components that comprise the SealedGRID key management mechanism infrastructure are 

presented in Figure 2. Smart meters are distributed in a mesh network’s infrastructures, may it be a 

home or another building. The consumption or production of electricity taking place from appliances 

or renewable energy resources should be measured and regulated; for this purpose smart meters are 

utilized by connecting them to the aforementioned entities. A Trusted Execution Environment is 

implemented in every smart meter in order to protect the device’s private keys, a concept similar to 

[23], [24], [25]. So, the corresponding private keys of each device will be processed only within the 

TEE, protecting them this way from malicious entities with physical access, or otherwise. In Figure 1 

the TEE is depicted as a standalone element for demonstration purposes; in reality, it will be 

embedded in the smart meter. 

 

Figure 2 SealedGRID Key management mechanism components 

2.2 Security Model 

Below we present potential attack scenarios that could materialize from malicious entities  on our 

implementation, mainly because of the attributes of our architecture. Attacks range from the 

certificate exchange mechanism, the control and use of key material and, finally, the overlay routing 

itself. 

Node Join: A malicious party could try to implant an externally controlled malicious node to the 

SealedGRID network. Nonetheless, this is not feasible as the insertion of new nodes in the network is 

a task that requires the involvement of the administrative owner of the grid so that not even a large 

number of colluding malicious nodes could successfully introduce this new node to the network. 

Certificate Revocation of an introducer node: In case that a revocation regarding an introducer’s 

certificate takes place, a question regarding the validity of the issued certificates from that specific 

empowered node arises. Implementations following PKI to the letter would be obligated to revoke all 

the certificates that originated from this CA, and new ones would have to be issued. In SealedGRID 

key management mechanism, an entity that becomes part of the network will have other nodes to 

sign its certificate as well, which will be considered credible until its timestamp becomes obsolete or 

get revoked. A strong characteristic of the SealedGRID Key management component is that even in 

the case that a certificate owned by an introducer gets revoked, no further certificate revocation 

needs to take place; the verification process can continue based on the signatures and trust 

relationships that have already been built. Essentially, the conventional key management schemes 

would halt their operations until new certificates would be issued to all the affected nodes, compared 
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to the SealedGRID key management where operations would commence with high probability (around 

80% as demonstrated by the experiments in Section 4.5). 

Misconduct of SealedGRID nodes: In order to extend the protection of the network from nodes that 

do not act according to the behavioral standards that have been set, we have the ability to use a 

reputation framework where ratings from the experiences between principals would be included, on 

top of the trust chain building mechanism mentioned above. All transactions between two nodes will 

have an outcome that will be recorded and get a reputation score. Because of the sensitive nature of 

these operations and their results, TEE will be used for the execution of those transactions and storing 

the scores, so that unauthorized access and malicious actions can be prevented. The score ratings are 

not represented by specific  values, but from the positive or negative outcome between the 

communication of two nodes. For example, if node x is presenting suspicious behaviour and node y 

becomes aware of that, node y can log its observation in a reputation table and avoid the suspicous 

node in all future requests. Eventually, nodes that misbehave on purpose during lookups will be 

excluded by the majority of the network nodes’ operations. This concept has as an outcome a 

reputation based path ranking, comparable to the discrete ranking of PGP Web-of-Trust [8]. 

3 Key management Architecture 
The SealedGRID Key management mechanism is an authentication infrastructure, so that the involved 
nodes can verify the public keys and their authenticity via chains of trust. The mechanisms utilizes the 
Chord [16] protocol that provides the DHT functionality. Our mechanism uses the DHT to store key 
pairs. Also hash algorithms are used to map each node’s keys and ID. Furthermore, the mechanism 
uses TEE to store nodes’ secret keys and certifications. This is necessary since the mechanism is part 
of the SealedGRID SM which is a device that resides on the customer’s premise and demand high-level 
security. In order for these elements to be protected from intervention, we adopt the concept of TEE 
to provide a protected environment with limited access. As mentioned above the SealedGRID makes 
use of TEE to protect its components from attackers aiming at manipulating them. We design the TEE 
in this mechanism in order to: a) protect device private keys and its sensitive data through secure 
storage; b) endorse remote attestation, and c) secure critical procedures like key management.  

The SealedGRID key management architecture has the following requirements: 

• Each node produces its own certification without any different node’s involvement. 

• Each node generates its own unique logical ID based on its own unique IP address. 

• Each node possesses a finger table, which is essentially a routing table containing the hops 

that can be performed by its owner node.  

• Verification process: the certificate is well form (Open PGP standard) and signed by an 

introducer with a valid certificate 

The SealedGRID key management mechanism follows the architecture of the Figure 3. The first level 

is called Energy level depicts the power delivery network over which end users who are energy 

consumers and exchange energy among them, as well as with the smart grid. The second level is called 

ICT level and makes it possible for the SealedGRID components to communicate with each other. To 

support the operations of SealedGRID Key management mechanism, we have two logical layers the 

DHT level and the SealedGRID Key management mechanism level comprising the overlay on top of the 

ICT level. On the DHT level, over which the SealedGRID key management mechanism is built, key-value 

pairs are stored as usual, in order for the value to be retrieved based on the provided key. In our 
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solution we utilize Stoica’s Chord [16], where the Sealed GRID’s entities are in a theoretical circular 

identifier space, which is called Chord ring. We utilize Chord’s solution, which has a cost of  O(log N) 

hops for communication between two nodes and keeps O(log N) state per node, where N is the total 

number of nodes in a network; moreover, it is robust on node joins and failures. Also, it can support 

on top of it programs that are in need of fast search services, like authentication and other operations 

that could benefit from this, like billing and secure aggregation. As it is depicted in the SealedGRID Key 

management mechanism level, the  keyring of a node n  is IDn and it comes from by hashing the 

concatenation of its public key and a device identifier of the node IDn = h (Pkn + IDdevice). By 

concatenating those two elements the unique IDn attribute is created, regardless device’s identifiers 

singularity. The other part of the pair, the value, represents the node’s digital certificate following the 

OpenPGP message format [22]. This way, a SealedGRID key management ring is created that is used 

for storing certificates in a distributed manner in the DHT and as a query structure. 

 

Figure 3 SealedGRID Key management mechanism architecture 

3.1 Prerequisites and assumptions 

At first, an 𝐼𝐷𝑛 has to be generated by node n in order to be able to connect to the overlay. As an 

initial step, n receives or generates a public/private key pair 𝑃𝑘𝑛 = 𝑆𝑘𝑛. Then, n receives a certificate 

Certn signed by another node that acts as an introducer to the SealedGRID Key management  ring. 

The introducer could be the administrative owner or another “empowered” node of the network 
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acting on a local level, e.g., an aggregator; for the rest of the deliverable we assume that the introducer 

is the former. Certificate 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛 is formatted according to the OpenPGP message [8] and it can carry 

signatures from other endorsers as well on top of the introducer’s. The whole procedure described 

above is also known as “bootstrapping". 

Table 0 shows an example of an OpenPGP certificate that belongs to a smart meter (“Smart Meter 1”), 

where its public key (“pub”) is self-signed, as well as signed by three other entities: the entity that acts 

as the administrative owner of the node that is also the introducer (“Admin”), an aggregator 

(“Aggregator”) and another smart meter (“Smart Meter 2”). There are two ways to load these 

credentials, i.e. the key pair and the certificate, to each node: (a) they can be received through physical 

contact or other direct channels (e.g., loaded by a technician when installing the smart meter), and (b) 

generated from the node (e.g., creation of the key pair and self signed certificate). 

 
Table 1 OpenPGP certificate example 

pub 2048R/647879E3 2019-05-14 [expires: 2020-07-12] 

uid  Smart Meter 1 <meter1@sealedgrid.org> 

sig 647879E3 2018-07-13 Smart Meter 1 <meter1@sealedgrid.org> 

sig 29CFC0DE 2018-07-13 Admin <admin@sealedgrid.org> 

sig A55CDCC0 2018-07-15 Smart Meter 2 <meter2@sealedgrid.org> 

sig B1C0410B 2018-07-20 Aggregator <aggr@seaeledgrid.org> 

 

A further assumption, to simplify our description, is that we have three classes of nodes: utilities 

(which represent the smart grid and its connection to the network), aggregators, and smart meters. 

This can be extended to an arbitrary number of classes to include nodes like grid operators, energy 

producers and governmental entities, without any substantial changes to the proposed scheme. 

Moreover, we assume that end users do not have access to private keys residing in nodes, since these 

keys never leave the TEE. 

3.2 Normal Operation 

Succeeding the node join operation, the network’s functions are performed based on certificates 

endorsed by the introducer; as a backup solution, however, it can also operate with other endorsers' 

signatures. This way, if the introducer's certificate loses its credibility, gets invalidated, expired or its 

validity cannot be verified, all procedures except from node join can be carried out by using the 

signatures from the nodes that have endorsed certificates. In the case that a node n needs to exchange 

messages with a node 𝑛′ by utilising the SealedGRID Key management mechanism, it shall locate 

certificate 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′ first. This procedure can be performed swiftly and effectively by making use of the 

existing WoT. As defined in Chord [35], each node has a finger table, which is a list of next hops when 

executing a search and it is used to improve the look up operation. By taking advantage of its routing 

table, n will ultimately find 𝑛′. 
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The next, and more important, step is to determine whether 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′ can be considered trusted or not. 

Two different cases exist here: (a) the introducer's certificate 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖 is valid and i has signed Certn', and 

(b) the introducer's certificate 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖 is invalid or cannot be verified (offline). In the first case, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′is 

considered trusted since it is signed by the introducer, which is an entity that is trusted by all the other 

nodes in the network; thus, n can consider 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′ trusted. In case (b), n checks recursively the 

remaining signatures of 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′ (up to a specified limit) until it finds a certificate signed by n itself, i.e., 

creating a certificate chain of a maximum chain length Lmax that ends up to Cer. If a certificate chain 

ending with 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛is found, then 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′can be considered trusted, otherwise it is considered 

untrusted. 

An example operation of SealedGRID Key management mechanism can be demonstrated with the 

help of Figure 2; first a scenario for case (a) above is described. Let's infer that n wants to get in touch 

with node p; this can be done if they exchange and trust each other's certificate. Initially, n and p do 

not have each other's certificate, all certificates are signed by the introducer (i.e., 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖→𝑛, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖→𝑝) 

and n does not know the position of p in the ring. The first step is for n to locate p: n checks its finger 

table and find that the closest node to p is j, thus it asks j to return information on how to locate p. 

Node j does not know the position of p, checks its nger table and return to n the closest node to p, 

which is k. Then, n asks k, which sends back the position of p. Now, n can take Certpand validate its 

certificate; since it is signed by the introducer (i.e., 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖→𝑝) it is accepted as trusted. Node p does the 

same for 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛. At this point, the two nodes can communicate securely. 

The following Algorithm 1 presents the formal procedure covering both cases. In the first case (lines 
1{4), Certn0 is considered trusted since it is signed by the introducer, which is an entity that is trusted 
by all the other nodes in the network. In the second case (lines 5{14), we check recursively the 
signatures of Certn0 up to a maximum chain length Lmax. First, the signatures of 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′are checked; 
this corresponds to distance l = 1. Next for l = 2, the certificates of the nodes that signed Certn'are 
checked; let us refer to this group of nodes as Gn'. For l = 3, the certificates of all the nodes that signed 
the certificates of Gn' are checked and so on. If Certn0 is explicitly or implicitly signed by n then it is 
considered trusted. Otherwise, if Lmax is reached and no signature of n is found, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′is considered 
untrusted. 

Algorithm 1: Certificate check during normal operation 

Function n.check  certificate(CertnI ) 

        if CertnI  is signed by a trusted introducer i and Certi  is 

valid  then 

            //  CertnI   is  trusted 

               return success 

        end 

        chain length l = 1 

        while  l < Lmax  do 

               foreach x in distance l that signed CertnI  do 

                     if Certx  is signed by n then 
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                        //  Certx   is  trusted 

                        return success 

                     end 

                end 

                l + + 

        end 

        //  No  trust  chain  was  found 

        return failure 

 

Algorithm 2 The keys to be inserted as child nodes for search execution 

void DHTTestApp::insertChildNodes(std::vector<TrustNode>::iterator 

it, std::list<OverlayKey> keys, int level) 

{ 

    std::list<OverlayKey>::iterator itList; 

    std::vector<childNodeInfo>::iterator it2; 

    std::vector<TrustNode>::iterator itPR; 

    int brkFlag = false; 

      for (itList = keys.begin(); itList != keys.end(); itList++) { 

        bool alreadyExists = false; 

        for(itPR = pendingReqs.begin(); itPR != pendingReqs.end(); 

itPR++){ 

            if(itPR->nodeKey == *itList and itPR-

>pendingChildNodes.size() > 0){ 

                alreadyExists = true; 

                break; 

            } 

            else{ 

                for(it2 = it->pendingChildNodes.begin(); it2 != it-

>pendingChildNodes.end(); it2++) { 

                    if (it2->nodeKey == *itList) { 

                        alreadyExists = true; 

                        brkFlag = true; 
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                        break; 

                    } 

                } 

                if (brkFlag) 

                    break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

Algorithm 3: Retrieve the signed certificate value 

void DHTTestApp::handleDHTreturnSignedCert(DHTreturnSignedCertCall* 

msg) 

{ 

    EV << "DHTTestApp::handleDHTreturnSignedCert myIP:" << 

thisNode.getIp() << endl; 

    EV << "SealedGRID Key management mechanismSigned Cert Value: "  << 

msg->getSignedCert() << 

            "\nother node's key: " << msg->getNodeKey() << endl; 

    respNumChecks++; 

    if(respNumChecks == numSealedGRID Key management 

mechanismTrustReqs){ 

            std::ofstream outFile; 

            outFile.open("/home/omnet/sim/OverSim/simulations/result

s/logs.txt", std::ios_base::app); 

            outFile << "\n got all Responses" << thisNode.getIp() << 

" : " << simTime()<<std::flush; 

    } 

    if(respNumChecks == numSealedGRID Key management 

mechanismTrustReqs/2){ 

            std::ofstream outFile; 

            outFile.open("/home/omnet/sim/OverSim/simulations/result

s/logs.txt", std::ios_base::app); 

            outFile << "\n got half Responses" << thisNode.getIp() << 

" : " << simTime()<<std::flush; 

    } 
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    if (globalTrustLevel != LevelOne) { 

        /*-- a cert has arrived. 

         *-- get the key of the node that responded to the request; 

OverlayKey reqstdNodeKey = msg->getNodeKey(); 

         *--  We have 1 vector (pendingReqs) that we store the requests 

that have been initiated. 

         * Upon we find or not Trust of this node, is removed from 

pendingReqs and is inserted in accessedNodes 

         * 

         *--With the given key 

         *--parse the pendingReqs nodes in depth in order to find the 

key that has been made a request for; if you don't find it then go to 

the next pendingReq node of level1 

         */ 

        string myIp = thisNode.getIp().str(); 

        string pkIp = string(publickey) + string(myIp); 

        OverlayKey SealedGRID Key management 

mechanismKey(OverlayKey::sha1(pkIp)); 

        string reqstdNodeSCert = msg->getSignedCert(); 

        OverlayKey reqstdNodeKey = msg->getNodeKey(); 

 

        std::list<OverlayKey> keysSignedReqedNode = 

convertIPsToKeys(reqstdNodeSCert); //if thisNode exists then we trust 

 

        std::list<OverlayKey>::iterator it; 

        bool isTheNodeTrusted = false; 

 

        // search if SealedGRID Key management mechanismKey exists in 

the signatures 

        for(it = keysSignedReqedNode.begin(); it != 

keysSignedReqedNode.end(); it++){ 

            if(*it == SealedGRID Key management mechanismKey){ 

                isTheNodeTrusted = true; 

                break; 

            } 

        } 
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        if( !pendingReqs.empty()) { 

            std::vector<TrustNode>::iterator it = 

pendingReqs.begin(); 

            // Find the reqed Node (in pendingReqs), if is levelOne 

or greater level 

            bool breakSrch = false; 

            for(; it != pendingReqs.end(); it++) { 

 

                if(it->nodeKey != reqstdNodeKey){ 

                    if(!it->pendingChildNodes.empty()) { 

                        // Find the ChildNode 

                        std::vector<childNodeInfo>::iterator itCh = 

it->pendingChildNodes.begin(); 

                        for (; itCh != it->pendingChildNodes.end(); 

itCh++){ 

                            if (itCh->sentReq && itCh->nodeKey == 

reqstdNodeKey && !itCh->responseRcved) { 

                                itCh->responseRcved = true; 

                                if (isTheNodeTrusted) { 

                                    TrustNodeLvlOne nodeLvlOne; 

                                    nodeLvlOne.foundTrustAtLevel = 

itCh->level; 

                                    nodeLvlOne.isItTrusted = 

isTheNodeTrusted; 

                                    nodeLvlOne.rtt = simTime() - it-

>timestmpSend + certVerficationDelay; 

                                    nodeLvlOne.numOfChecks = it-

>numOfChecks; 

                                    OverlayKey k = it->nodeKey; 

                                    accessedNodes.insert(std::make_p

air(k, nodeLvlOne));   // store the node in the accessedNodes 

                                    successDelay += nodeLvlOne.rtt; 

                                    pendingReqs.erase(it);  // remove 

it from the pendingReqs since we found a trust 

                                } 

                                else { 
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                                    // Node is not trusted, 

                                    // Check the globalTrust level 

and decide if you will include the childs of child in the trust chain 

search 

                                    if (itCh->level < 

globalTrustLevel) { 

                                        // insert the nodes in the 

pendingChildNodes 

                                        insertChildNodes(it, 

keysSignedReqedNode, itCh->level+1); 

                                    } 

                                    else{ 

                                        // Check if is the last node 

and trust has not been found and no other requests are going to happen 

                                        std::vector<childNodeInfo>::

iterator itCh2 = it->pendingChildNodes.begin(); 

                                        bool lastOne = false; 

                                        if(numRequests >= 

numSealedGRID Key management mechanismTrustReqs){ 

                                            lastOne = true; 

 

                                            for (; itCh2 != it-

>pendingChildNodes.end(); itCh2++) { 

                                                if (!itCh2-

>responseRcved) { 

                                                    lastOne = false; 

                                                } 

                                            } 

                                        } 

                                        if(lastOne) { 

                                            TrustNodeLvlOne 

nodeLvlOne; 

                                            nodeLvlOne.foundTrustAtL

evel = itCh->level; 

                                            nodeLvlOne.isItTrusted = 

isTheNodeTrusted; 

                                            nodeLvlOne.rtt = 

simTime() - it->timestmpSend + certVerficationDelay; 
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                                            nodeLvlOne.numOfChecks = 

it->numOfChecks; 

                                            OverlayKey k = it-

>nodeKey; 

                                            accessedNodes.insert(std

::make_pair(k, nodeLvlOne));   // store the node in the accessedNodes 

                                            pendingReqs.erase(it);  

// remove it from the pendingReqs since we found a negative trust 

                                        } 

                                    } 

                                } 

                                breakSrch = true; 

                                break; 

                            } 

                        }//-- for pendingChildNodes 

                        if(breakSrch) 

                            break; // break from the loop of 

pendingReqs 

                    } 

                } 

                else{ 

                    // found key of node at level1, if is trusted put 

it in accessedNodes 

                    if(isTheNodeTrusted){ 

                        // Node is trusted, move the node of level1 

to the accessedNodes 

                        TrustNodeLvlOne nodeLvlOne; 

                        nodeLvlOne.foundTrustAtLevel = 1; 

                        nodeLvlOne.isItTrusted = isTheNodeTrusted; 

                        nodeLvlOne.rtt = simTime() - it->timestmpSend 

+ certVerficationDelay; 

                        nodeLvlOne.numOfChecks = it->numOfChecks; 

                        accessedNodes.insert(std::make_pair(it-

>nodeKey, nodeLvlOne));   // store the node in the accessedNodes 

                        successDelay += nodeLvlOne.rtt; 
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                        pendingReqs.erase(it); 

                        break; 

                    } 

                    else{ 

                        // Node is not trusted, if signed by other 

nodes put these nodes in pendingChildNodes 

                        insertChildNodes(it, keysSignedReqedNode, 

LevelOne+1); 

                    } 

                } 

            }// -- for pendingReqs 

        } 

         

    } 

} 

3.3 Node Join 

As part of the network’s life cycle, new nodes are continuously making their presence known or old 

ones are re-introducing themselves because at some point they went offline. The first requirement 

for a node to join a network that follows the SealedGRID principles, is to use its self-signed certificate 

(that was built using the 𝑃𝑘/𝑆𝐾  assigned to it) and send it to an introducer with a valid certificate 

to sign it. When joining the ring, the node will sign other nodes' certificates as well as get its certificate 

signed by other nodes; the more signatures the certificates get, the easier the creation of trusted 

paths will be.  

After an introducer’s signature is acquired, the new node signs the certificates assigned to it and its 

own certificate is signed by other nodes as defined by Chord. When n joins the ring, Chord assigns to 

it one or more overlay keys; in SealedGRID Key management the respective overlay values will also be 

stored in n. Node n will validate and sign the certificates (i.e., overlay values) assigned to it, and the 

owner nodes of these certificates will validate and sign 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛. 

Each signature is appended to the existing signatures of the certificate as defined in [22]. Here, initially 

the responsible node for storing 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐. (i.e., successor(c) in Chord terminology) is a, thus, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐. is 

already signed by a, i.e., 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐→𝑎. When node n joins the SealedGRID Key management mechanism 

ring it becomes the successor of c, thus, the overlay key{value pair (𝐼𝐷𝑐, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐) will be now move to 

node n; the bootstrapping phase concludes when n validates and signs Certc, and c validates and signs 

Certn. The resulted overlay value stored in n will be 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎→𝑐, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛→𝑐. As new nodes join the ring, 

overlay key/values will occasionally move to other nodes so that certificates will accumulate more 

signatures over time. 

Algorithm 4: New node joins the network. 
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void ChordCertTable::initializeCertTable(uint32_t size, const 

NodeHandle& owner, Chord* overlay) 

{ 

Enter_Method("initializeCertTable"); 

    maxSize = size; 

    NodeHandle thisNode = owner; 

    this->overlay = overlay; 

    certTable.clear(); 

    publickey = (char *)"random_key"; 

    cert = (char *)"random"; 

    string nodeIp = thisNode.getIp().str(); 

    string pkIp = string(publickey) + string(nodeIp); 

    OverlayKey SealedGRID Key management 

mechanismKey(OverlayKey::sha1(pkIp)); 

    certTable.push_back(CertEntry(nodeIp, SealedGRID Key management 

mechanismKey)); 

    simtime_t t_bef_join = simTime() + 0; 

    double certSignDelay = 0.03847; 

    simtime_t t_aft_certSign = t_bef_join + certSignDelay; 

} 

Algorithm 5: Certificates from nodes to be inserted in the finger table are received and verified 

void Chord::handleRpcFixfingersResponse(FixfingersResponse* 

fixfingersResponse, 

                                        double rtt) 

{ 

       //STATISTICS - TIME WHEN FINGERTABLE OF NODE thisNode.getIp() 

GETS UPDATED 

    //cout << thisNode.getIp() << "::" << simTime() << endl; 

    std::ofstream outFile; 

    if (!extendedFingerTable) { 

        certVerficationDelay = 0.005; 
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        NodeHandle tIp = fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(0); 

        fingerTable->setFinger(fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), 

                               fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(0)); 

    } else { 

        Successors successors; 

        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < fixfingersResponse-

>getSucNodeArraySize(); 

             i++) { 

            if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i).isUnspecified()) 

                continue; 

            if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i) == thisNode) 

                break; 

            successors.insert(std::make_pair(MAXTIME, 

                                             fixfingersResponse-

>getSucNode(i))); 

         

        if (successors.size() == 0) { 

            return; 

         

fingerTable->setFinger(fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), successors); 

} 

} 

  

Algorithm 6: Node sends its own key for sign 

{ 

    string nodeIp = thisNode.getIp().str(); 

    string pkIp = string(publickey) + string(nodeIp); 

    string certIp = string(cert) + 

            string(signTemplate) + 
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            string(nodeIp) + "|"; 

  

    OverlayKey SealedGRID Key management 

mechanismKey(OverlayKey::sha1(pkIp)); 

  

    EV << nodeIp << " -> SealedGRID Key management mechanismkey : " 

<< SealedGRID Key management mechanismKey << endl; 

  

    sendInternalRpcCall(TIER1_COMP, dhtPutMsg, 

            new DHTStatsContext(globalStatistics->isMeasuring(), 

                                simTime(), SealedGRID Key management 

mechanismKey, dhtPutMsg->getValue())); 

} 

Algorithm 7: Random values 

BinaryValue DHTTestApp::generateRandomValue() 

{ 

    char value[DHTTESTAPP_VALUE_LEN + 1]; 

  

    for (int i = 0; i < DHTTESTAPP_VALUE_LEN; i++) { 

        value[i] = intuniform(0, 25) + 'a'; 

    } 

  

    value[DHTTESTAPP_VALUE_LEN] = '\0'; 

    return BinaryValue(value); 

} 

3.4 Node Leave 

In the case of a node departure, the node itself is minimally affected. Its certificate will be revoked, 

either explicitly by using a revocation certificate, or implicitly when it expires. At the smart grid 

network, reorganization of the ring will take place resulting in some overlay key-value pairs to be 

transferred to other nodes. When this happens, all nodes will need to check and sign the newly 

assigned certificates; the new signatures will be appended to the signatures that the certificate already 

has. 
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After the bootstrap phase node n will have stored the pair (𝐼𝐷𝑐 , 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐); moreover, it will have append 

its signature to the certificate, i.e., 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎→𝑐, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛→𝑐. To make the example more interesting, we 

assume that a has already left the SealedGRID Key management mechanism ring. If n leaves the 

SealedGRID Key management mechanism ring, the overlay key-value pair of c will be assigned to the 

new successor(c), which is n’. At this point, n’ will sign 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑐appending its signature to older 

signatures; thus, the new signed certificate will have the form: 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎→𝑐, 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑎→𝑐n->c,n’->c. Similarly, 

c will append its signature to 𝐶𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑛′ . 

3.5 Certificate Revocation 

The revocation certificate is created at the same time with the normal certificate, so it can be used 
even if the private key is lost or not accessible. The revocation certificate is stored locally at the nodes 
and at the introducers that signed the certificate. When used, the revocation certificates are sent only 
to the node who is responsible for storing Certn, i.e., successor(n). When a node a wants to check if 
n's certificate is currently revoked, it finds the node that is responsible for Certn, using the normal 
certificate lookup operation. Then, a asks successor(n) whether there is a revocation certificate for 
Certn or not. If RevCn exists, then Certn is considered revoked and therefore invalid. 

There are three ways a certificate revocation can take place: 

• Implicitly, meaning that the node will leave the network and take no action; its certificate will 
eventually expire.  

• Explicitly by the same node 
• Explicitly by another empowered node, like the introducer, authorized to revoke another 

node’s certificate. Using remote attestation, the empowered node can determine if a node is 
compromised and action needs to be taken. In order to avoid abuse of that function and 
minimize the risk of DoS, the revocation certificates are cryptographically protected and 
stored inside the TEE. 

4 Key management component and Authorization component 
From the perspective of authorization in relationship with document D5.1 (where UMA is the leader), 
the key management component provides a secure mechanism for the authentication of entities 
when designing and applying access control policies. More specifically, this component is integrated 
with the Policy Decision Points (PDPs) that are responsible for the decision of whether granting or 
denying access to the requested resources within the grid infrastructure, representing the core of the 
authorization component proposed in D5.1. These PDPs receive tokens from entities (i.e., devices or 
processes from the same domain or others) that contain information about the resource to be 
accessed and the identity of the subject that requests it, together with the action to be performed. 
These tokens are generated and signed by the Policy Enforcement Points (PEP), which are integrated 
with the SealedGRID devices. They are precisely signed with certificates generated by the key 
management component, thereby enabling authentication. 

5 Key management and Blockchain 
Starting from the description of SealedGRID Key management mechanism, which is built on top of PGP 

Web of Trust and creates a large-scale secure authentication system for mesh networks without the 

need of a Trusted Third Party (TTP), we can see immediately the synergy with blockchain and 

blockchain-like technologies. 
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For example, we can have a permissioned blockchain network between Alice, Bob, and Carol. Carol 

sets this up using a blockchain platform that assigns permissions (can connect to the network, can 

transact to the network, can issue on the network) to public keys. Carol configures the network so 

that her key management public key can issue assets on the network. She invites Alice and Bob to join; 

both of them are OK with Carol’s ability to issue assets on the chain. All of them have a pair of key 

management private and public keys. Carol submits a signed transaction that generates 10 units of an 

X resource (e.g. energy). The nodes on the network consider this transaction valid, since her key 

management public key is permissioned appropriately. Carol then transfers these newly-generated 

units of X to Alice, which brings us to Alice having 10 units of X. 

Using blockchain, the keyring of each node that is built locally can be stored on the blockchain and 

replicated within the network. Therefore, nodes have the option to decide whom to interact with and 

why to place trust on each of the agents, independently (as the SealedGRID key management  

specifies) but they also have the added advantage of being able to access information from other 

nodes (via blockchain) paving the way for a future more flexibile SealedGRID key management 

implementation. 

6 Key management mechanism -Performance Evaluation 
In order to evaluate the SealedGRID key management mechanism we created two different scenarios 

that consist classic operations on a key management mechanism. Scenario 1: the participated nodes 

are added to the ring one at a time. Also, we consider the introducer node’s certificate valid; for 

measuring node join delay the simulator is configured to introduce a new node to the network every 

second, until a maximum number of 5,000 nodes.  

The Scenario 2 deals with smart grids that have a constant number of nodes and measurements 

regarding their performance are taken. We consider that the introducer node certificate is invalid and 

we evaluate the following: a) average trust chain length; b) probability of finding trust between two 

random nodes; c) average delay when seeking for trust between two random nodes.  

The evaluation experiments are based on the Figure that depicts the architecture. 

6.1 Scalability 

The number of the overlay key-value pairs stored in each node does not increase substantially as the 
number of the ring nodes grows. We assume we have the same number of nodes and overlay keys 
(N = K), each node in the SealedGRID key management mechanism ring is responsible for at most a 
low number of keys as shown in Table 1. The calculations are based on the following function that 

defines the maximum number of overlay keys that each node is responsible for 
(1+𝑙)𝑥𝐾

𝑁
 Where l has 

an upper bound of O(logN) when consistent hashing is implemented. 

 
Table 2  Effect of ring growth in SealedGRID key management 

N Hash keys 

50 3 

500 4 

5000 5 
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5000000 9 

6.2 Node Joining 

We observed and logged the time needed for a new node to join the network, according to Scenario 

1: the configuration is built in such a way that the network’s initial size equals to zero, introducing 

individual nodes every second up to a maximum of 5,000 nodes. The process followed during a node’s 

join operation is described in detail in Section 3.1. The join delay of each node is depicted in as a red 

dot in Figure 3. The blue line represents the regression line. The simulation results show that for most 

nodes the join delay is kept under 2 sec, with an average of 1.23 sec and, as far as node join delay is 

concerned, the SealedGRID key management scheme is scalable. Another observation is that as the 

network grows and more nodes are introduced to a network, the delay increases linearly with a very 

low rate. As a result, the delay of a new node joining the network will be predictable and without 

having a significant impact on the overall performance of the scheme. 

 

Figure 4 Join delay of a single node 

6.3 Trust chain length 

A sequence of certificates belonging to a node initiating a search up to the certificate of the target 

node is called a trust chain; in Section 3.5 the procedure of creating a trust chain is described in detail. 

The certificates of the initiator and the target node are taken into account when calculating the chain 

length; consequently, a trust chain of length 8 means that there are six intermediate nodes. Every 
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trust request starts by randomly selecting two nodes, and afterwards a check is performed to 

determine if these two can trust each other. If trust is found between the two nodes, we count the 

trust chain length and for each experiment we calculate the average chain length. 

Figure 3 shows that for network sizes up to 1,000 nodes, a short chain length (from 2 to 3) is expected. 

This indicates that the two nodes trust each other explicitly (length 2) or implicitly but with only one 

intermediate node (length 3).  An initial observation here, which also applies to the rest of the 

experiments in the following sections, is that for network sizes greater than 1,000 there is a significant 

change; here this is demonstrated by a significant augmentation of chain length. After looking into 

this, we concluded that this behavior is caused by the increase in the number of overlay key pairs 

assigned to each node. In order to calculate the trust chain length, we executed the following 

Algorithm. 

Algorithm 8: Calculate the trust chain length 

void IterativeLookup::checkStop() 

{    bool finishLookup = false; 

    if (config.majoritySiblings && (numSiblings > 0) && 

            finishedPaths == (uint32_t)config.parallelPaths) { 

        if (majoritySiblings.size() <= (uint)numSiblings) { 

            // TODO: better check that all nodes have sent the same 

siblings 

            MajoritySiblings::iterator it; 

            for (it = majoritySiblings.begin(); it != 

majoritySiblings.end(); it++) { 

                siblings.add(*it); 

             

            success = true; 

            finishLookup = true; 

         

     

    // check if there are rpcs pending or lookup finished 

    if (((successfulPaths >= 1) && (numSiblings == 0) && 

(siblings.size() >= 1)) || 

        ((finishedPaths == (uint32_t)config.parallelPaths) && 

                (numSiblings > 0) && (pendingPings.size() == 0))) { 

        for (uint32_t i=0; i<paths.size(); i++) { 

            success |= paths[i]->success; 
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        finishLookup = true; 

    } else if ((rpcs.size() == 0) && (pendingPings.size() == 0)) { 

        finishLookup = true; 

     

    std::ofstream outFile; 

    if (finishLookup == true) { 

        if (successfulPaths >= 1) { 

            success = true; 

outFile.open("/home/omnet12/sim/OverSim/simulations/results/experime

nts/2_chain_lenght_100.txt", std::ios_base::app); 

            outFile << accumulatedHops << "\n" << std::flush; 

            number_of_searches += 1; 

         

     

} 

 

Figure 3 Average certificate chain length 
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6.4 Trust Probability 
In this experiment we measure for different network sizes how probable it is for two random nodes 
to establish a trust relationship between them when the introducer's certificate is invalid. For each 
request we initially select two nodes randomly and examine if the first can trust the second. If trust is 
found eventually between the two nodes, it is considered as success, otherwise it is deemed as 
failure.Lastly, we compute the percentage of successful requests against their total number. 

Figure 4 shows that for network sizes up to 1,500 nodes a high probability of finding trust is achieved 
(above 79%). In practice this means that when the introducer's certificate is invalid and a random node 
tries to communicate securely with another random node, it will be successful in approximately 8 out 
of 10 cases. Comparing this result with a traditional centralized PKI approach with an invalid CA 
certificate, the latter would present a 0% of success since all node certificates would be considered 
invalid as well. For greater sizes, the probability of finding trust in SealedGRID key management 
mechanism decreases significantly ranging from 39% to 71%; thus, we consider that our solution is 
better suited to netwrork sizes up to 1,500 nodes. 

 

Figure 4 Average Trust Percentage 

6.5 Search time 
In this section we can see the mean time needed for two random nodes to built a trust relationship 
according to Scenario 2. The moment the initiator node creates the request is the starting point for 
measuring time, up until the moment that the verification of the trust relationship takes place. 
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In Figure 4 we can observe that for network sizes up to 5,000 nodes the average search time is well 
under 1 sec. This happens because as a certificate accumulates more and more signature, less hops 
between the nodes need to be performed, thus saving time. The increase in search time as the 
network size grows happens because of the increase of the chain length, as certificates’ signatures 
have to be investigated more in depth. 

When a node A searches for a trusted path to another node B, it retrieves B's certificate and tries to 
build a trust path based on B's certificate endorsers. Comparing the two structures, a SealedGRID Key 
management mechanism ring is actually a Chord ring which uses the tuple (IDn, Certn) as (key, value). 

 

Figure 5 Search time 

6.6 Delay of establishing trust 
This experiment presents the average delay for a random node to establish trust relationships with 
another random node. Figure 5 shows that for network sizes up to 800 nodes the average delay is low 
(below 13 sec). For a network size of 1,500 nodes the delay increases to 250 sec, reaching 422 sec for 
5,000 nodes. While these delays seem high, we must note here that this overhead is imposed the first 
time the two nodes communicate only; after that, the nodes store the certificate of each other locally 
and the delay is negligible. 
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Figure 6 Trust Delay 

7 Key management – Security Evaluation 
The design characteristics of SealedGRID Key management mechanism focuses on decentralization 
through self-organization, scalability and robustness against malicious behavior. In this section we 
analyze the possible attack scenarios derived from the characteristics of our architecture and the 
desirable system properties identified in 3.2.  

7.1 Node Join 

A malicious node can attempt to provide false credentials to the rest of the keyring nodes, when a 
node joins the keyring. This attack would be prevented by our mechanism, since the node's Pk and IP 
address relates to its logical ID on the keyring. The false credentials provided by the malicious node 
would require a valid certification chain, which it cannot forge due to the certificate digital signatures. 

7.2 Denial of Service 
The SealedGRID key management mechanism is resilient against DoS attacks by using ratings and 
hashing. With ratings as a defense mechanism node can blacklist malicious nodes that sent 
fraudulent messages after a threshold since their identities are detectable. The hashing is used to 
distribute the logical identities of the nodes. Therefore, malicious nodes would require a large 
majority to eclipse a node. This is since the IDs are mapped using consistent hashing, where the 
standard hardness assumptions for the chosen hash function apply. 

7.3 Credential Exchange 
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The SealedGRID key management mechanism can prevent the credential exchange attack since it uses 
nonce and timestamps to ensure freshness and prevent MITM attacks.  

7.4 Overlay Attack 
The SealedGRID key management mechanism is resilient by requiring at least one correct node in the 
finger table for correct routing. In addition, instead of using a single successor, employing successor 
lists will provide additional routes and mitigate the effects of overlay attacks. 

8 Conclusions / Future Work  
This deliverable D3.1 “Key management mechanism” presents the SealedGRID key management 
mechanism which is a vital module of the SealedGRID as we have already mentioned on the D2.1 
“Technical requirements and reference architecture”. As future work, we intend to migrate the 
current key management mechanism together with Blockchain in order to develop a decentralized 
authentication scheme. 

 

Appendix 
 

Search algorithm 
NodeVector* Chord::findNode(const OverlayKey& key, 
                            int numRedundantNodes, 
                            int numSiblings, 
                            BaseOverlayMessage* msg) 
{ 
    bool err; 
    NodeVector* nextHop; 
  
    //DEBUGGING 
  
    //cout << "IP: " << thisNode.getIp() << ", Key: " << key << ", 

numRedundantNodes: " << numRedundantNodes << ", numSiblings: " << numSiblings 

<< ", Message:" << msg << endl; 
  
    if (state != READY) 
        return new NodeVector(); 
  
    if (successorList->isEmpty() && !predecessorNode.isUnspecified()) { 
        throw new cRuntimeError("Chord: Node is READY, has a " 
                                "predecessor but no successor!"); 
        join(); 
        return new NodeVector(); 
    } 
  
    // if key is unspecified, the message is for this node 
    if (key.isUnspecified()) { 
        nextHop = new NodeVector(); 
        nextHop->push_back(thisNode); 
    } 
  
    // the message is destined for this node 
    else if (isSiblingFor(thisNode, key, 1, &err)) { 
        nextHop = new NodeVector(); 
        nextHop->push_back(thisNode); 
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        for (uint32_t i = 0; i < successorList->getSize(); i++) { 
            nextHop->push_back(successorList->getSuccessor(i)); 
        } 
        nextHop->downsizeTo(numSiblings); 
    } 
  
    // the message destined for our successor 
    else if (key.isBetweenR(thisNode.getKey(), 
                            successorList->getSuccessor().getKey())) { 
        nextHop = new NodeVector(); 
        for (uint32_t i = 0; i < successorList->getSize(); i++) { 
            nextHop->push_back(successorList->getSuccessor(i)); 
        } 
        nextHop->downsizeTo(numRedundantNodes); 
    } 
  
    // find next hop with finger table and/or successor list 
    else { 
        nextHop = closestPreceedingNode(key); 
        nextHop->downsizeTo(numRedundantNodes); 
    } 
  
    return nextHop; 
} 

Finger Table update 
void Chord::handleRpcFixfingersResponse(FixfingersResponse* 

fixfingersResponse, 
                                        double rtt) 
{ 
    /* 
    OverlayCtrlInfo* ctrlInfo = 
        check_and_cast<OverlayCtrlInfo*>(fixfingersResponse-

>getControlInfo()); 
  
    RECORD_STATS(globalStatistics->recordOutVector("Chord: FIX_FINGERS 

response Hop Count", ctrlInfo->getHopCount())); 
     */ 
  
    // set new finger pointer# 
    if (!extendedFingerTable) { 
        fingerTable->setFinger(fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), 
                               fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(0)); 
    } else { 
        Successors successors; 
        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < fixfingersResponse-

>getSucNodeArraySize(); 
             i++) { 
            if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i).isUnspecified()) 
                continue; 
            if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i) == thisNode) 
                break; 
            successors.insert(std::make_pair(MAXTIME, 
                                             fixfingersResponse-

>getSucNode(i))); 
        } 
  
        if (successors.size() == 0) { 
            return; 
        } 
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        fingerTable->setFinger(fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), 

successors); 
  
#if 0 
        if (proximityRouting || globalParameters->getTopologyAdaptation()) { 
#else 
        if (proximityRouting) { 
#endif 
            for (unsigned int i = 0; 
                 i < fixfingersResponse->getSucNodeArraySize(); 
                 i++) { 
                if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i).isUnspecified()) 
                    continue; 
                if (fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i) == thisNode) 
                    break; 
                //pingNode(fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i), -1, 0, NULL, 
                //         NULL, NULL, fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), 
                //         INVALID_TRANSPORT); 
                Prox prox = 
                    neighborCache->getProx(fixfingersResponse->getSucNode(i), 
                                           NEIGHBORCACHE_DEFAULT, 
                                           fixfingersResponse->getFinger(), 
                                           this, NULL); 
                if (prox == Prox::PROX_TIMEOUT) { 
                    fingerTable->removeFinger(fixfingersResponse-

>getFinger()); 
                } else if (prox != Prox::PROX_UNKNOWN && 
                           prox != Prox::PROX_WAITING && 
                           prox != Prox::PROX_SELF) { 
                    fingerTable->updateFinger(fixfingersResponse-

>getFinger(), 
                                              fixfingersResponse-

>getSucNode(i), 
                                              prox.proximity); 
                } 
            } 
        } 
    } 
} 

  

Response to handle lookup from another node 
void DHT::handleLookupResponse(LookupResponse* lookupMsg, int rpcId) 
{ 
    PendingRpcs::iterator it = pendingRpcs.find(rpcId); 
  
    if (it == pendingRpcs.end()) { 
        return; 
    } 
  
    if (it->second.putCallMsg != NULL) { 
  
#if 0 
        cout << "DHT::handleLookupResponse(): PUT " 
             << lookupMsg->getKey() << " (" 
             << overlay->getThisNode().getKey() << ")" << endl; 
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        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); i++) 

{ 
            cout << i << ": " << lookupMsg->getSiblings(i) << endl; 
         
#endif 
  
        if ((lookupMsg->getIsValid() == false) 
                || (lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize() == 0)) { 
  
            EV << "[DHT::handleLookupResponse()]\n" 
               << "    Unable to get replica list : invalid lookup" 
               << endl; 
            DHTputCAPIResponse* capiPutRespMsg = new DHTputCAPIResponse(); 
            capiPutRespMsg->setIsSuccess(false); 
            //cout << "DHT::lookup failed" << endl; 
            sendRpcResponse(it->second.putCallMsg, capiPutRespMsg); 
            pendingRpcs.erase(rpcId); 
            return; 
        } 
  
        if ((it->second.putCallMsg->getId() == 0) && 
                (it->second.putCallMsg->getValue().size() > 0)) { 
            // pick a random id before replication of the data item 
            // id 0 is kept for delete requests (i.e. a put with empty value) 
            it->second.putCallMsg->setId(intuniform(1, 2147483647)); 
        } 
  
        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); i++) 

{ 
            DHTPutCall* dhtMsg = new DHTPutCall(); 
            dhtMsg->setKey(it->second.putCallMsg->getKey()); 
            dhtMsg->setKind(it->second.putCallMsg->getKind()); 
            dhtMsg->setId(it->second.putCallMsg->getId()); 
            dhtMsg->setValue(it->second.putCallMsg->getValue()); 
            dhtMsg->setTtl(it->second.putCallMsg->getTtl()); 
            dhtMsg->setIsModifiable(it->second.putCallMsg-

>getIsModifiable()); 
            dhtMsg->setMaintenance(false); 
            dhtMsg->setBitLength(PUTCALL_L(dhtMsg)); 
            RECORD_STATS(normalMessages++; 
                         numBytesNormal += dhtMsg->getByteLength()); 
            sendRouteRpcCall(TIER1_COMP, lookupMsg->getSiblings(i), 
                             dhtMsg, NULL, DEFAULT_ROUTING, -1, 
                             0, rpcId); 
        } 
  
        it->second.state = PUT_SENT; 
        it->second.numResponses = 0; 
        it->second.numFailed = 0; 
        it->second.numSent = lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); 
    } 
    else if (it->second.getCallMsg != NULL) { 
  
#if 0 
        cout << "DHT::handleLookupResponse(): GET " 
             << lookupMsg->getKey() << " (" 
             << overlay->getThisNode().getKey() << ")" << endl; 
  
        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); i++) 

{ 
            cout << i << ": " << lookupMsg->getSiblings(i) << endl; 
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#endif 
  
        if ((lookupMsg->getIsValid() == false) 
                || (lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize() == 0)) { 
  
            EV << "[DHT::handleLookupResponse()]\n" 
               << "    Unable to get replica list : invalid lookup" 
               << endl; 
            DHTgetCAPIResponse* capiGetRespMsg = new DHTgetCAPIResponse(); 
            DhtDumpEntry result; 
            result.setKey(lookupMsg->getKey()); 
            result.setValue(BinaryValue::UNSPECIFIED_VALUE); 
            capiGetRespMsg->setResultArraySize(1); 
            capiGetRespMsg->setResult(0, result); 
            capiGetRespMsg->setIsSuccess(false); 
            //cout << "DHT: lookup failed 2" << endl; 
            sendRpcResponse(it->second.getCallMsg, capiGetRespMsg); 
            pendingRpcs.erase(rpcId); 
            return; 
        } 
  
        it->second.numSent = 0; 
  
        for (unsigned int i = 0; i < lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); i++) 

{ 
            if (i < (unsigned int)numGetRequests) { 
                DHTGetCall* dhtMsg = new DHTGetCall(); 
                dhtMsg->setKey(it->second.getCallMsg->getKey()); 
                dhtMsg->setKind(it->second.getCallMsg->getKind()); 
                dhtMsg->setId(it->second.getCallMsg->getId()); 
                dhtMsg->setIsHash(true); 
                dhtMsg->setBitLength(GETCALL_L(dhtMsg)); 
                RECORD_STATS(normalMessages++; 
                             numBytesNormal += dhtMsg->getByteLength()); 
                sendRouteRpcCall(TIER1_COMP, lookupMsg->getSiblings(i), 

dhtMsg, 
                                 NULL, DEFAULT_ROUTING, -1, 0, rpcId); 
                it->second.numSent++; 
            } else { 
                // we don't send, we just store the remaining keys 
                it->second.replica.push_back(lookupMsg->getSiblings(i)); 
            } 
        } 
  
        it->second.numAvailableReplica = lookupMsg->getSiblingsArraySize(); 
        it->second.numResponses = 0; 
        it->second.hashVector = NULL; 
        it->second.state = GET_HASH_SENT; 
    } 
} 

  

Handle response from node we asked help from 
void DHT::handleGetResponse(DHTGetResponse* dhtMsg, int rpcId) 
{ 
    NodeVector* hashVector = NULL; 
    PendingRpcs::iterator it = pendingRpcs.find(rpcId); 
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    if (it == pendingRpcs.end()) // unknown request 
        return; 
  
    if (dhtMsg->getResultArraySize() > 0){ 
        EV << "SOMA DHT::handleGetResposne, for node: " << overlay-

>getThisNode().getIp() 
                <<  " key: "                            << dhtMsg->getKey() 
                <<  " getResult value: "                << dhtMsg-

>getResult(0).getValue() << endl; 
        BinaryValue certVal = dhtMsg->getResult(0).getValue(); 
  
        std::ostringstream ss; 
        ss << certVal; 
  
        std::string tmpCert = ss.str(); 
        EV << "tmpCert:"<< tmpCert << endl; 
  
        // send the SignedCertValue to the DHTTestApp 
        DHTreturnSignedCertCall* sCert = new DHTreturnSignedCertCall(); 
  
        sCert->setSignedCert(tmpCert.c_str()); 
        sCert->setNodeKey(dhtMsg->getKey()); 
  
        sendInternalRpcCall(TIER2_COMP, sCert); // send to DHTTestApp the 

signed Cert 
    } 
  
  
    if (it->second.state == GET_VALUE_SENT) { 
        // we have sent a 'real' get request 
        if (!dhtMsg->getIsHash()) { 
            // TODO verify hash 
            DHTgetCAPIResponse* capiGetRespMsg = new DHTgetCAPIResponse(); 
            capiGetRespMsg->setResultArraySize(dhtMsg-

>getResultArraySize()); 
            for (uint i = 0; i < dhtMsg->getResultArraySize(); i++) { 
                capiGetRespMsg->setResult(i, dhtMsg->getResult(i)); 
            } 
            capiGetRespMsg->setIsSuccess(true); 
            sendRpcResponse(it->second.getCallMsg, capiGetRespMsg); 
            pendingRpcs.erase(rpcId); 
            return; 
        } 
    } 
  
    if (dhtMsg->getIsHash()) { 
        std::map<BinaryValue, NodeVector>::iterator itHashes = 
            it->second.hashes.find(dhtMsg->getHashValue()); 
  
        if (itHashes == it->second.hashes.end()) { 
            // new hash 
            NodeVector vect; 
            vect.push_back(dhtMsg->getSrcNode()); 
            it->second.hashes.insert(make_pair(dhtMsg->getHashValue(), 
                                               vect)); 
        } else { 
            itHashes->second.push_back(dhtMsg->getSrcNode()); 
        } 
  
        it->second.numResponses++; 
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        if (it->second.state == GET_VALUE_SENT) { 
            // we have already sent a real get request 
            return; 
        } 
  
        // count the maximum number of equal hash values received so far 
        unsigned int maxCount = 0; 
  
  
        for (itHashes = it->second.hashes.begin(); 
        itHashes != it->second.hashes.end(); itHashes++) { 
  
            if (itHashes->second.size() > maxCount) { 
                maxCount = itHashes->second.size(); 
                hashVector = &(itHashes->second); 
            } 
        } 
  
        if ((double) maxCount / (double) it->second.numAvailableReplica 
                >= ratioIdentical) { 
            it->second.hashVector = hashVector; 
        } else if (it->second.numResponses >= numGetRequests) { 
            // we'll try to ask some other nodes 
            if (it->second.replica.size() > 0) { 
                DHTGetCall* getCall = new DHTGetCall(); 
                getCall->setKey(it->second.getCallMsg->getKey()); 
                getCall->setKind(it->second.getCallMsg->getKind()); 
                getCall->setId(it->second.getCallMsg->getId()); 
                getCall->setIsHash(true); 
                getCall->setBitLength(GETCALL_L(getCall)); 
                RECORD_STATS(normalMessages++; 
                numBytesNormal += getCall->getByteLength()); 
                sendRouteRpcCall(TIER1_COMP, 
                                 it->second.replica.back(), getCall, 
                                 NULL, DEFAULT_ROUTING, -1, 0, rpcId); 
                it->second.replica.pop_back(); 
                it->second.state = GET_HASH_SENT; 
            } else if (hashVector == NULL) { 
                // we don't have anyone else to ask and no hash 
                DHTgetCAPIResponse* capiGetRespMsg = 
                    new DHTgetCAPIResponse(); 
                DhtDumpEntry result; 
                result.setKey(dhtMsg->getKey()); 
                result.setValue(BinaryValue::UNSPECIFIED_VALUE); 
                capiGetRespMsg->setResultArraySize(1); 
                capiGetRespMsg->setResult(0, result); 
                capiGetRespMsg->setIsSuccess(false); 
                sendRpcResponse(it->second.getCallMsg, capiGetRespMsg); 
#if 0 
                cout << "DHT: GET failed: hash (no one else)" << endl; 
                cout << "numResponses: " << it->second.numResponses 
                     << " numAvailableReplica: " << it-

>second.numAvailableReplica << endl; 
  
                for (itHashes = it->second.hashes.begin(); 
                     itHashes != it->second.hashes.end(); itHashes++) { 
                    cout << "   - " << itHashes->first << " (" 
                         << itHashes->second.size() << ")" << endl; 
                } 
#endif 
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                pendingRpcs.erase(rpcId); 
                return; 
            } else { 
                // we don't have anyone else to ask => take what we've got 
                it->second.hashVector = hashVector; 
            } 
        } 
    } 
  
    if ((it->second.state != GET_VALUE_SENT) && 
            (it->second.hashVector != NULL)) { 
        // we have already received all the response and chosen a hash 
        if (it->second.hashVector->size() > 0) { 
            DHTGetCall* getCall = new DHTGetCall(); 
            getCall->setKey(it->second.getCallMsg->getKey()); 
            getCall->setKind(it->second.getCallMsg->getKind()); 
            getCall->setId(it->second.getCallMsg->getId()); 
            getCall->setIsHash(false); 
            getCall->setBitLength(GETCALL_L(getCall)); 
            RECORD_STATS(normalMessages++; 
                         numBytesNormal += getCall->getByteLength()); 
            sendRouteRpcCall(TIER1_COMP, it->second.hashVector->back(), 
                             getCall, NULL, DEFAULT_ROUTING, -1, 0, rpcId); 
            it->second.hashVector->pop_back(); 
            it->second.state = GET_VALUE_SENT; 
        } else { // we don't have anyone else to ask 
            DHTgetCAPIResponse* capiGetRespMsg = new DHTgetCAPIResponse(); 
            capiGetRespMsg->setResultArraySize(0); 
            sendRpcResponse(it->second.getCallMsg, capiGetRespMsg); 
            //cout << "DHT: GET failed: hash2 (no one else)" << endl; 
            pendingRpcs.erase(rpcId); 
        } 
    } 
} 

   

Update node if joins or leaves take place 
void DHT::update(const NodeHandle& node, bool joined) 
{ 
    //EV << "[DHTg:: "<<__FUNCTION__<<"] " 
      //              << dataStorage->getSize() << " \n"; 
    OverlayKey key; 
    bool err = false; 
    DhtDataEntry entry; 
    std::map<OverlayKey, DhtDataEntry>::iterator it; 
  
    EV << "[DHT::update() @ " << overlay->getThisNode().getIp() 
       << " (" << overlay->getThisNode().getKey().toString(16) << ")]\n" 
       << "    Update called()" 
       << endl; 
  
    //-- Debug 
    //    EV << "[SOMA-SIGN::dumpDht " << endl; 
    //    DhtDumpVector *vec = dataStorage->dumpDht(); 
    //    DhtDumpVector::iterator i; 
    // 
    //    for (i = vec->begin(); i!= vec->end(); i++){ 
    //        EV << "i.key_var: " << i->getKey() << endl; 
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    //        EV << "i.value_var: " << i->getValue() << endl; 
    //    } 
    //-- 
  
    if (secureMaintenance) { 
        for (it = dataStorage->begin(); it != dataStorage->end(); it++) { 
            if (it->second.responsible) { 
                NodeVector* siblings = overlay->local_lookup(it->first, 
                                                             numReplica, 
                                                             false); 
                if (siblings->size() == 0) { 
                    delete siblings; 
                    continue; 
                } 
  
                if (joined) { 
                    EV << "[DHT::update() @ " << overlay-

>getThisNode().getIp() 
                       << " (" << overlay-

>getThisNode().getKey().toString(16) << ")]\n" 
                       << "    Potential new sibling for record " << it-

>first 
                       << endl; 
  
                    if (overlay->distance(node.getKey(), it->first) <= 
                        overlay->distance(siblings->back().getKey(), it-

>first)) { 
  
                        sendMaintenancePutCall(node, it->first, it-

>second); 
                    } 
  
                    if (overlay->distance(overlay->getThisNode().getKey(), 

it->first) > 
                        overlay->distance(siblings->back().getKey(), it-

>first)) { 
  
                        it->second.responsible = false; 
                    } 
                } else { 
                    if (overlay->distance(node.getKey(), it->first) < 
                        overlay->distance(siblings->back().getKey(), it-

>first)) { 
  
                       sendMaintenancePutCall(siblings->back(), it->first, 
                                               it->second); 
                    } 
                } 
  
                delete siblings; 
            } 
        } 
        //EV << "[DHTg:: "<<__FUNCTION__<<"] " 
        //        << dataStorage->getSize() << " \n"; 
        return; 
    } 
  
    for (it = dataStorage->begin(); it != dataStorage->end(); it++) { 
        key = it->first; 
        entry = it->second; 
        if (joined) { 
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            if (entry.responsible && (overlay->isSiblingFor(node, key, 
                                                            numReplica, 

&err) 
                    || err)) { // hack for Chord, if we've got a new 

predecessor 
  
                if (err) { 
                    EV << "[DHT::update()]\n" 
                       << "    Unable to know if key: " << key 
                       << " is in range of node: " << node 
                       << endl; 
                    // For Chord: we've got a new predecessor 
                    // TODO: only send record, if we are not responsible any 

more 
                    // TODO: check all protocols to change routing table 

first, 
                    //       and than call update. 
  
                    //if (overlay->isSiblingFor(overlay->getThisNode(), 

key, 1, &err)) { 
                    //    continue; 
                    //} 
                } 
  
                sendMaintenancePutCall(node, key, entry);//; 
            } 
        } 
        //TODO: move this to the inner block above? 
        entry.responsible = overlay->isSiblingFor(overlay->getThisNode(), 
                                                  key, 1, &err); 
    } 
    //EV << "[DHTg:: "<<__FUNCTION__<<"] " 
     //       << dataStorage->getSize() << " \n"; 
    //std::string tempString = "Storage: " 
    //        + dataStorage->getSize(); 
    //getParentModule()->getParentModule()->bubble(tempString.c_str()); 
  
    char buf[20]; 
    sprintf(buf, "Storage, Resp: %d, %d", dataStorage->getSize(), 

dataStorage->getResponsible()); 
    getParentModule()->getParentModule()->getDisplayString().setTagArg("t", 

0, buf); 
  
  
} 
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